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It is our great pleasure to welcome you on the Day of Archaeology 2014 to the Aberdeenshire Council
Archaeology Service.

Situated in the North East of Scotland, we are a small team (just the three of us!) with responsibility for a
large geographic area – not only do we act as the regional archaeology service for Aberdeenshire
Council, but also for Angus and Moray Councils, which is equivalent to 10,733km !

Map showing location of Aberdeenshire, Angus and
Moray Council areas in North East Scotland ©ACAS

PROTECTION, MANAGEMENT
AND PROMOTION
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For any given area roughly 95% of the historic environment is not protected by national designations, and
it is down to Services like ourselves at local government level in the UK to protect it.

The team’s remit is to protect, manage and promote the historic environment of Aberdeenshire, Angus &
Moray. A big part of this is maintaining a Historic Environment Record (HER) for each of these areas, an
ever-growing database of sites and monuments of archaeological and historical interest hosted on our
website.

There are currently almost 32,000 sites recorded in the HER, ranging from Lower Paleolithic auroch
horns through Early Medieval Pictish stones to World War II defences. That’s almost 12,000 years of
history!

The HER acts as the hub for our primary work within the Councils. We use it as the basis for assessing
the potential impact of planning applications, forestry, utility and other consultations on the historic
environment. The resulting archaeological mitigation work from these consultations then feeds back into
the HER, broadening our (and therefore everyone’s) knowledge and understanding of the historic
environment here in the North East, and helping to inform future decisions.

Aberdeenshire Council Archaeology Service Team Motto ©ACAS

VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE…
We also do many other things such as helping to develop national policies and strategies, working with
partners across the sector; giving advice to landowners and members of the public; helping metal-
detectorists to report finds; helping the police when human remains are unearthed; advising and
supporting community projects; developing tourist trails; working with academics and commercial units to
develop a regional research framework; and working with developers to preserve sites, to name but a
few. It’s an almost never ending list, and we can never be certain from one week to the next what we may
be approached about (last week we were asked to advise on potential filming locations!).

http://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/smrpub


A DAY IN THE LIFE…
As a flavour of what’s happening today, each of the team will go into a little more detail:

ARCHAEOLOGY AND PLANNING
CLAIRE HERBERT (ARCHAEOLOGIST)
One of my main tasks is dealing with planning consultations. In an average week, I’ll view between 50
and 70 applications across the three Council areas, and assess whether archaeological mitigation is
required.

Applications range from conversions of historic buildings, to wind turbines, to large-scale residential and
leisure developments. The complexity of each application varies, and while some are relatively straight
forward to comment on others require a more considered approach.

Every application is assessed on an individual basis, taking into consideration location, known
archaeology within the area, the potential for unknown archaeology, the scale and type of development. I
will then use of all this information to decide what, if any, would be the most suitable way to record the
archaeology. This might be a standing building survey of a farmstead being converted into a house, a
watching brief over the excavation of a wind turbine foundation, or a more complex programme of
archaeological works perhaps starting with an evaluation.

Connections with the Past…

A recent example of successful mitigation works is a large housing development, located in a prominent
situation in central Aberdeenshire with far reaching views across the rural landscape. Initially a trial
trenching evaluation was carried out, with a handful of archaeological features uncovered. These were
investigated further, and a larger area excavated revealing a suite of Iron Age roundhouses, souterrains
and pits.



Example of archaeological mitigation in practice: a roundhouse revealed on a modern housing
development ©ACAS

Not only has this mitigation added to our knowledge of what was happening in the area 2000 years ago,
but it also serves to illustrate that we are perhaps not so far removed from our ancestors when it comes
to deciding on what makes a good location for a settlement.

It is finds and connections like this which make it a privilege to work in this area with its rich and diverse
cultural heritage.

 

ARCHAEOLOGY AND FORESTRY
CAROLINE PALMER (SMR ASSISTANT)
Large tracts of Aberdeenshire, Angus and Moray are afforested – as much as a third of the land area of
Moray is given over to forestry. These forests and woodlands contain significant numbers of
archaeological sites, which need to be protected and managed in accordance with the UK Forest
Standard which sets out the national approach to sustainable forest management.

Consideration of the historic environment is an important part in the process of planning new woodlands,
developing forest plans, and for felling and restocking operations. The Archaeology Service has a role in
advising on the nature of historic environment features within woodland and responding to forest and
woodland related proposals to ensure that these features are appropriately managed and protected,
encouraging conservation and interpretation where appropriate.

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/ukfs


View across the afforested landscape of Aberdeenshire ©ACAS

Many features are already maintained as open ground within wooded areas. However, many existing
forests and woodlands are relatively recent and may cover earlier features which could easily be
damaged by modern forestry practices. Many sites in our record were first recorded in the 19th century,
and we may not know their current condition.  In such instances, or where new areas of planting are
proposed in areas known to contain archaeological features, archaeological assessment, including
walkover surveys, can identify these features on the ground to better inform planting proposals, allowing
the conservation of significant remains, often as open ground.

The Theory in Practice…

A recent scheme I’ve looked at proposed woodland creation on an area that was included on the HER as
an archaeological site comprising over 50 stone clearance cairns and rig & furrow remains recorded
during a pre-afforestation survey some 20 years previously.

Whilst the field survey reported the cairns to be well preserved these did not cover the whole of the
proposed planting area and it was not known to what extent these features might have survived.  A
possible hut circle identified on an aerial photograph had not been investigated on the ground. In the
absence of a detailed plan of the individual features and knowledge of their current survival it was
advised that an archaeological walkover survey be carried out to better record the features and their
present condition and so inform planting proposals. The resulting plan and assessment provided more
close delineation of the areas of remaining upstanding features to be left unplanted, enabling the
woodland creation to proceed on the remaining areas.



 

ARCHAEOLOGY IN STRATEGY & POLICY
BRUCE MANN (ARCHAEOLOGIST)
Everyone outside of archaeology has an idea of what an archaeologist does, whether it is the slightly
inaccurate Indiana Jones portrayal to the 3-days and we’ve solved everything Time Team production.
What no-one realises, until you’re well into your professional career, is that in reality an archaeologist has
more paperwork to complete than you can possibly imagine.

At the heart of this mountain of words lie Strategies and Policies. Without them we can’t effectively plan
how we are going to protect and manage the historic environment. Back in April this year, I was very
pleased to see the launch by Fiona Hyslop, Cabinet Secretary for Culture & External Affairs, of Scotland’s
Historic Environment Data (SHED) Strategy which we had been a key author of. This new strategy is one
of many changes happening within the sector in Scotland at the moment, all of which has a bearing on
how we do our everyday work.

Taking the Team Forward…

So this week I’ve been busy with the team translating all these new national policies and strategies into a
new 3-year strategy for the Service. There are no easy answers unfortunately. We all know that
archaeology is important, that it gives us a sense of place for where we live and who we are. It is also
very fragile, and once gone it is lost forever. Therefore we have to balance the importance of protection
and careful management with the realities of funding cuts, pressures of development and changing
requirements on the land around us.

This week’s example of that balancing act: overseeing the last pieces of investigative and repair works at
a castle site which will ensure its long term preservation as a tourist attraction (success story!) versus
assessing cracks appearing in the walls of a ruined Medieval church (new funding problem).

It may not be the most exciting part of archaeology, but without that paperwork we wouldn’t even know
where to begin in managing 32,000 sites.

 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD



As mentioned, there are nearly 32,000 archaeological sites recorded in the Historic Environment Record.
Below are three of our favourites, not only great sites to visit but also reflecting key periods which tell the
story of the development of the North East of Scotland. For more information on the archaeology of
Aberdeenshire, Moray and Angus, please visit the Archaeology Service on-line.

Caroline’s Choice:

Tomnaverie Recumbent Stone Circle, Aberdeenshire NJ40SE0001

Tomnaverie recumbent stone circle is a site to which I frequently return. Narrowly avoiding destruction by
quarrying in the 1920s, some of the stones, including the recumbent, were moved before it was saved by
being taken into Guardianship. The stones were then restored to their original sockets following
excavation in 1999.

The circle stands on a prominent hilltop allowing appreciation of its position within the surrounding
landscape, with commanding views northwards over much of the surrounding Howe of Cromar, and over
to the mountain of Lochnagar in the distance.

Tomnaverie recumbent stone circle, Aberdeenshire, looking out towards the mountain of Lochnager
©ACAS

The stone circle itself encircles the remains of an earlier cairn defined by a kerb, and it is possible both
were part of a single scheme.  Tomanverie stands on the southern edge of an archaeologically rich
landscape with evidence of occupation from at least the early Neolithic, with later Bronze Age and Iron
Age remains including cairns, field systems and hut circles, to later Medieval and Post-medieval
abandoned crofting settlements. There is even recent history present, as a short distance to the
southwest of the stone circle are traces of a Cold War Royal Observer Corps post.

http://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/archaeology
http://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/smrpub/shire/detail.aspx?refno=NJ40SE0001


The recumbent stone circle is unique to the North East of Scotland, found almost exclusively in
Aberdeenshire. More than 70 examples have been recorded in the region, and it is worth noting that
around 10% of all stone circles recorded in Britain are found in Aberdeenshire.

The Archaeology Service has recently compiled a short guide to 10 of the best of them in Aberdeenshire,
and we would encourage everyone to visit at least one stone circle this summer!

The new Aberdeenshire Stone Circle Trail leaflet ©ACAS

 

Claire’s Choice:

Duffus Castle, Moray NJ16NE0004

As a Moray lass, it’s only fitting that the site I’ve chosen to share is a Moray one, and one which has long
been favourite of mine. Located 5 miles North of Elgin, Duffus Castle rises up majestically from the Laich
of Moray. Visible for miles around, it’s easy see why this location was chosen by its first builder, Freskin (a
Flemish soldier), with its commanding views across the Moray coastal plain.

http://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/smrpub/moray/detail.aspx?refno=NJ16NE0004


Panoramic view of the flat coastal plain of the Laich of Moray from Duffus Castle ©ACAS

Duffus is a motte & bailey castle; its first castle, a timber construction, was built around 1150 AD. In
c.1297 AD, while under the ownership of the Cheyne family, supporters of the English King, the timber
keep was burnt to the ground by the Scots. It was replaced in c.1305 AD by the stone structure we see
today.

I like to think of the builder reassuring the owner about the new, sturdier, stone castle being built… “Stone
is a muchsafer bet than timber, nothing could possibly go wrong” Cut to the view we have today, and the
lesson learned is that stone heavier than timber. It appears that the man-made motte hadn’t been
strengthened to accommodate the much weightier new castle, with historic repairs suggesting an
extended period of subsidence before the tower house was finally abandoned, possibly in the late
14  century.

Duffus Castle, a motte and bailey castle in Moray. The timber castle on the
motte was replaced with a stone keep in the 14th Century ©ACAS

Duffus tells a story and allows you to get a real sense of people and place, but most importantly it’s a
place where archaeology is fun – you can climb up the motte to the castle and roll down the other side to
the bailey; you can lead a charge attack on the Castle up the cobbled entrance track; you can stand in
the kitchens and imagine the sights & smells of the great feasts; or you can simply stand back in the
bailey and soak up the historic atmosphere of this Castle itself.
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Duffus Castle, Moray ©ACAS

Bruce’s Choice:

Aberlemno Pictish Stones, Angus NO55NW0008   NO55NW0026

Choosing my favourite site out of all the ones in our area is a very very difficult task (I can’t believe I’ve
not gone for a hillfort!), but for today I’m choosing a group of Pictish symbol stones. The stones at
Aberlemno represent the changing styles and motifs used by the enigmatic kingdoms of the people
known as the Picts who lived in the region. The stones date from roughly between the 6  to 8 centuries
AD.

Sitting next to the road you first see an early Class I stone (A4), originally found in the field just behind,
with the faint traces of a curving symbol carved into it. Next is another Class I stone (A1) with several
classic Pictish symbols: a serpent, a double-disc and Z-rod, and a mirror and comb whose meaning has
long been lost.
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http://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/smrpub/angus/detail.aspx?refno=NO55NW0008
http://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/smrpub/angus/detail.aspx?refno=NO55NW0026


Aberlemno Pictish Stone no.4 ©ACAS Aberlemno Pictish Stone no.1 ©ACAS

Aberlemno Pictish Stone no.3 – front
©ACAS

Aberlemno Pictish Stone no.3 – reverse
©ACAS

 

 

Next is a large
Class II cross-slab
(A3), standing
some 2.7m high,
which shows a
later type of
decoration on
both sides that
includes an
elaborate cross
flanked by angels,
a hunting scene,
and symbols of a
crescent and V-
rod, a double disc

and Z-rod and a depiction of King David fighting the lion.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Finally, standing in the churchyard, is another Class II cross-slab (A2). This depicts a fine cross with
elaborate interlaced decoration flanked by patterns of entwined beasts, and a battle scene between an
army of men with long hair and an army of men wearing helmets. It is thought this stone may
commemorate the Battle of Nechtansmere fought in 685 AD, in which King Ecgfrith of Northumbria was
killed, ending the Anglian occupation of the south of Pictland. The long-haired Picts are clearly victorious
in the scene which shows a helmeted, Anglian rider fleeing with the corpse of one of his comrades.

While we may not understand the meaning of the symbols now, we are finally starting to understand the
Picts themselves as archaeology uncovers more and more in the area, whether through academic
research projects or commercial units during development works.

These stones therefore represent for me one of the great parts of the job, protecting our history for the
benefit of everyone while learning more about it every day through new discoveries. And who knows what
may be found next week!


